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Laser scanning technology has been widely used to detect 
detail information of infrastructures such as buildings, roads 
and relics and realize reconstruction of 3D building models. 
Here two methodologies, Angle Criterion and BAO 
Algorithm are introduced, to extract feature points (edges 
here) from unorganized point clouds which can also be 
derived from photogrammetry technology, and compare 
their effects in feature detection. The edge information can 
be further used to do data alignment, model reconstruction 
and building  information modeling (BIM). 

Angle Criterion is a conventional way to detect edge 
information efficiently and accurately. Steps of 
implementing the algorithm is shown as flow chart below 
and some results are demonstrated as well.
 Point Cloud Data

Calculate vectors starting from enquiry
point, ends at each neighbouring point

Calculate angle deviation between two
consecutive vectors and get the largest
angle deviation.

Number of 
neighbouring points is 

more than two

Compare angle 
deviation  with 

threshold

Edge Interior

BAO Algorithm differs from Angle Criterion after projecting 
cloud points onto a fitting plane by forming a grid pattern 
for projected cloud points. Steps of implementation and 
results are demonstrated below. 

Point Cloud Data

Local search for neighbouring points and
project all points onto fitting plane

Local search for neighbouring 
points and project them onto a 

fitting plane

Build grid pattern for 
these points according to 

distance between each
 point

Find out if there are points 
located in each grid,

 mark '1' if it is, Otherwise '0'

Check number of '1's around 
enquiry point and compare
 it with certain threshold.

Check if number
 of '1's is larger than

threshold

edge Interior

     Figure3 Boundary of wall

Figure6 Boundary of wall and windows

Figure10 Boundary of a building detected by Angle Criterion (left) and BAO algorithm (right) 

Figure1 Faro focus 3D laser scanner

Figure1 shows a Faro focus laser 
scanner which is used to get point cloud 
data. The measurement speed is up to 
976,000 points/second, distance 
accuracy up to 2mm. 

Figure2 steps in 
implementation of Angle 

Criterion

Figure4 Boundary of tunnel

Figure5 Boundary of buildings 
around Malet place in UCL

Figure7 Boundary of tunnel in Malet place

Figure8 Boundary of Roberts Building 
in UCL 

Figure9 Boundary of ground floor of Roberts 
Building

The effects of two algorithms are compared here and more 
results are demonstrated. Red points in pictures indicates 
accurate boundary points, while green ones represent 
boundary points detected by the algorithm.

Figure11 Boundary of roof detected by Angle Criterion (left) and BAO algorithm (right)
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